2017 Social Epistemology Review and Reply Collective Conference
Tuesday, May 30, 2017
Virginia Tech Research Center — Arlington, Virginia

8:30-9:00 a.m. Coffee and Conversation

9:00-9:45 a.m.
“The Status and Future of the Social Epistemology Review and Reply Collective”
Jim Collier, Virginia Tech

9:45-10:00 a.m. Break

10:00-11:45 a.m.
“Knowing Humanity in the Social World: The Path of Steve Fuller’s Social Epistemology”
Francis Remedios, Independent Scholar
Val Dusek, University of New Hampshire
Georg Theiner, Villanova University
Alcibiades Malapi-Nelson, Seneca College
Steve Fuller, University of Warwick, Commentator

11:45 a.m.-1:15 p.m. Lunch

1:30-2:45 p.m.
Keynote: “Social Epistemology and the Problem of Power in the Post-Truth World”
Steve Fuller, University of Warwick

2:45-3:00 p.m. Break

3:00-4:15 p.m. “Cishuman, Transhuman, Posthuman: Whither are we Bound?”
Georg Theiner, Villanova University
2017 Social Epistemology Review and Reply Collective Conference  
Wednesday, May 31, 2017  
Virginia Tech Research Center — Arlington, Virginia

8:30-9:00 a.m. Coffee and Conversation

9:00-10:15 a.m.  
“Collaboration through SERRC”  
Raphael Sassower, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs

10:15-10:30 a.m. Break

10:30-11:45 a.m. “Objectivity in the ‘Post-Truth’ Age of Trump”  
Guy Axtell, Radford University

11:45 a.m.-1:15 p.m. Lunch

1:30-2:45 p.m. “Conspiracy Theory: Three Approaches in Social Epistemology”  
Lee Basham, South Texas College/University of Texas, Rio Grand Valley

2:45-3:00 p.m. Break

3:00-4:00 p.m. “How can Blockchain Technology be Extended to/from Social Epistemology?”  
Gregory Sandstrom (via Skype), European Humanities University  
Georg Theiner, Villanova University, Discussant